KN

Roger thanks

We're shutting down now we'll go and get things organised.

AS

Roger

(Call)

AS

Go ahead

AS

From CLS at Tindal the three DC3's at Tindal will be departing Tindal shortly for Darwin departing at five minute intervals. They'll be giving the details - pass that to Ops please.

KN

Roger Ops has it - all copied

KN

Roger

AS

Just confirm that you'll be maintaining SAR - full SAR on these aircraft right into Darwin airport

AS

Affirmative

CL'S at Tindal the three DC3's at Tindal will be departing Tindal shortly for Darwin departing at five minute intervals. They'll be giving the details - pass that to Ops please.

Roger thanks

We're shutting down now we'll go and get things organised.

AS

Roger

(Call)

AS

Go ahead

AS

From CLS at Tindal the three DC3's at Tindal will be departing Tindal shortly for Darwin departing at five minute intervals. They'll be giving the details - pass that to Ops please.

KN

Roger Ops has it - all copied

KN

Roger

AS

Just confirm that you'll be maintaining SAR - full SAR on these aircraft right into Darwin airport

AS

Affirmative

Mil - Queensland stations heard working - unreadable

0102

KN CLS

Taxying Tindal for Darwin flight plan

Standby

KN

Roger

CLS

I have the police here with me now. They have another position of the cyclone. The cyclone is now believed to be centred 20 miles east of PNG I say again 20 miles East of PNG, go ahead

0103

KN CLS

Roger thanks

CLS

Go ahead your flight plan

KN

IFR AWK HS14 R/R ABCD Tindal for Darwin Taxying this time

GRH 4500 28 DN # 4500 31 CLIAS 110 ENDCE 363

KN

And your persons on board?

CLS

3 on board

KN

Roger and from Ops Alice Springs I'll be maintaining your flight until you reach the ground Darwin

0104

KN

Roger thanks if we strike the cyclone we'll be diverting left of track

(Cls)

Kn

Also could you give us weather reports along the track

CLS

Wilco

??

At this stage no rain

BMB

Er Roger, visibility 20 Km

??

Visibility 20

BMB

Roger standby, I'll contact KN

0105

KN

(Answering SSB)

GV

I have BMB back on the air. Is there any message for him from the KN police?

GV

Negative, not at the moment and for your information the Heron CLS is taxying Tindal this time for Darwin or we're maintaining COM and SAR all the way to Darwin

KN

Roger and for information BMB has given a weather report at BCR the wind 170/15 B/8 1000 ft VIS 20 Km they say no raid at the moment

0106

GV

Roger

The Connair Heron taxying at Tindal this time for Darwin and er the Katherine police have no message for you. The Katherine police have no message for you

GV

Roger er we will call again on the hour

GV

Say again the time you are calling

GV

Er local time 1100

GV

BMB has given a weather report at BCR the wind 170/15 B/8 1000 ft VIS 20 Km they say no raid at the moment

GV

Roger

The wind has changed direction slightly

GV

If you could give us a call if there is any change in the weather at BCR it may assist the aircraft travelling to Darwin

GV

The wind is variable at approximately 70 degrees

GV

BMB

(Jammed with AS) The wind is variable at approximately 70 degrees